We want to better engage diverse communities to provide services that support them to achieve what they want to achieve.

Person-Centered

We've always paid attention to diversity, equity, and inclusion. The events that happened in 2020 expedited our need to dig deeper, to stretch our minds, to push further, to really make some lasting changes. It's also pushed us to have more of an external presence making changes in our community.

I think you're going to see from us more advocacy and us being more outspoken to address social and racial justice.

The past year has led me to do some internal reflecting, and I think I've missed the opportunity to be the leader that I want to be. This opportunity allows me to be surrounded by some like-minded colleagues that I can learn from, that can push me.

Living United means to me that we have a community where everyone feels welcomed. Everyone feels like there are opportunities to be involved and engaged. Living United means taking the steps to create space for those opportunities.

Scott Maloney - Executive Director of Family Service Rochester

Family Service Rochester is a community-based organization providing mental health, senior independence, child well-being, and family stability services.

Fostering Potential

Surrounding ourselves with like-minded colleagues that we can learn from, that can push us.

Living United

Taking the steps to create space where people feel welcomed, involved, and engaged.